1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-17-02799}
===============

Piezoelectric crystals are widely considered as an essential component in contemporary electronic applications. Their operating principle relies on the piezoelectric effect that was first discovered by the Curie brothers in 1880 \[[@B1-sensors-17-02799]\]. These crystals may be used as mass sensors, known as the Quartz Crystals Microbalance (QCM), conventionally through sandwiching a thin crystal between two conducting electrodes. That is, the crystal's natural oscillation frequency is altered in response to small deposited mass adlayers. Sauerbrey introduced an expression relating the detectable shift in the crystal's resonance frequency ($\Delta f_{m}$) to the mass deposited ($\Delta m$) in gaseous/vacuum media in 1959 \[[@B2-sensors-17-02799]\]. This resonance frequency shift is also dependent on the unloaded crystal's resonant frequency ($f_{o}$), its odd harmonic overtone ($N = 1,3,\ldots$), the crystal's effective surface area ($A_{e}$), its density ($\rho_{q}$) and the shear modulus of the crystal's material ($\mu_{q}$). $$\frac{\Delta f_{M}}{f_{o}} = - \frac{2Nf_{o}\Delta m}{A_{e}\sqrt{\mu_{q}\rho_{q}}}$$

Equation (1) represents relative resonance frequency changes with respect to mass variations, depicting accurate responses for thin and rigid uniform films \[[@B3-sensors-17-02799],[@B4-sensors-17-02799]\], by treating the deposited mass adlayer as an extension to the crystal's thickness. Consequently, the thickness extension approximation loses its validity for frequency shifts exceeding 2% of unloaded crystal resonance \[[@B5-sensors-17-02799],[@B6-sensors-17-02799]\]. Many applications are limited to lower frequency variations that are typically measured by part-per-million (*ppm*). Yet, an extended model based on the 'Z-Match' method is presented in \[[@B7-sensors-17-02799]\] to overcome this limitation. Unlike Equation (1), this model considers the acoustic properties (e.g., impedance) of the deposited rigid adlayer rather than treating it as a crystal material extension. Thus, extending the practical mass-frequency interpretation range to 15% of $f_{o}$ \[[@B7-sensors-17-02799]\] and up to 40% for some applications \[[@B8-sensors-17-02799],[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\].

Nonetheless, other factors (e.g., temperature) may also affect the QCM frequency stability. Conventionally, AT-cut quartz crystals are adopted for QCM sensors due to their near-zero temperature coefficient around room temperature. Typically, a $1~{ppm}/{^\circ}$ change in oscillation frequency is observed for AT-cut quartz within the $10\ {to}\ 50\ {^\circ}C$ range \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799]\]. However, temperature-induced frequency variation ($\Delta f_{T}$) is observed when the sensor is required to operate under elevated temperature environments, where this shift should be compensated for accordingly \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799],[@B11-sensors-17-02799]\].

In the early 1980s, the use of QCM sensors was significantly expanded, especially in biosensing applications, by considering operation in liquid media \[[@B12-sensors-17-02799],[@B13-sensors-17-02799]\]. The well-known work of Kanazawa and Gordon \[[@B14-sensors-17-02799]\] led to the development of Equation (2) which governs resonance frequency-shift of QCM when operated in liquids. $$\frac{\Delta f_{L}}{f_{o}} = - \sqrt{\frac{f_{o}\rho_{L}\eta_{L}}{\pi\rho_{q}\mu_{q}}}$$ where $\rho_{L}$ and $\eta_{L}$ are the damping medium's density and viscosity, respectively. Thus, the overall resonance frequency shift in microbalance applications mainly incorporates a combined effect of mass, temperature and viscosity, as summarized in Equation (3). $$\Delta f \approx \Delta f_{M} + \Delta f_{T} + \Delta f_{L}$$

The aforementioned effects are more representative for most microbalance applications, yet, other spurious factors (e.g., pressure and stress) may also cause additional minor frequency shifts that should be taken into account when present \[[@B15-sensors-17-02799]\]. Generally, QCMs are used as chemical and biological sensors for mass, viscosity, temperature and humidity measurements, in addition to recently being used as gas sensors in some applications \[[@B16-sensors-17-02799],[@B17-sensors-17-02799],[@B18-sensors-17-02799],[@B19-sensors-17-02799],[@B20-sensors-17-02799],[@B21-sensors-17-02799],[@B22-sensors-17-02799],[@B23-sensors-17-02799],[@B24-sensors-17-02799],[@B25-sensors-17-02799],[@B26-sensors-17-02799],[@B27-sensors-17-02799],[@B28-sensors-17-02799],[@B29-sensors-17-02799],[@B30-sensors-17-02799],[@B31-sensors-17-02799],[@B32-sensors-17-02799],[@B33-sensors-17-02799],[@B34-sensors-17-02799],[@B35-sensors-17-02799]\]. Quantitatively, 569 published works tackled molecular recognition studies based on QCM sensors from 2001 and 2005 \[[@B36-sensors-17-02799]\], compared to 857 works focusing on QCM's chemical and biochemical applications between 2006--2009 \[[@B37-sensors-17-02799]\]. This huge number indicates the active nature of QCM applications and the necessity of identifying appropriate electronic interfacing circuit for the intended application.

It is important to note that Equations (1) and (2) indicate an increase in the measurement sensitivity as a function of (*f~o~*). However, a practical maximum limit is set to *f~o~* as it is inversely proportional to crystal's thickness and its quality factor \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799],[@B39-sensors-17-02799]\]; where the latter should ideally be maximized. Accordingly, the development of High Fundamental Frequency (*HFF*) QCM resonators operating at 150 MHz was recently reported \[[@B40-sensors-17-02799]\]. Electrodeless QCM biosensors operating at a fundamental resonance frequency of 170--180 MHz are also newly reported \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799]\]. Specifically, recent works introduced wireless-electrodeless QCM operation to increase the resonator's sensitivity and detection limits \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799],[@B43-sensors-17-02799],[@B44-sensors-17-02799],[@B45-sensors-17-02799],[@B46-sensors-17-02799]\]. This is because parallel electrodes deteriorate the overall QCM sensitivity and range since they are also considered as deposited adlayers \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799]\]. The effect of parallel electrodes geometry and distribution on the resonator's sensitivity is recently discussed in \[[@B47-sensors-17-02799]\], in addition to the effect of adlayers radial distribution. That is, QCM sensitivity is found to be the highest at the electrodes center and decreases exponentially as the radial distance increases \[[@B47-sensors-17-02799],[@B48-sensors-17-02799]\]. A dynamic extended model is thus introduced in \[[@B47-sensors-17-02799]\] to account for the aforementioned parameters, especially when geometrically symmetric, uniform adlayers are unexpected.

Other alternatives for applications requiring elevated sensitivities are the Film Bulk Acoustic Resonators (*FBAR*) sensors, with fundamental resonance frequencies within the GHz range \[[@B49-sensors-17-02799]\]. Higher mass sensitivities are achieved by these sensors, at the expense of higher noise levels, establishing a practical tradeoff. A comprehensive comparison between these sensors is found elsewhere \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B50-sensors-17-02799]\].

The discussion above has been focused on conventional QCM applications with temperature ranges within the quartz low-temperature coefficient regions; such applications make up for the majority of crystal microbalance applications. Yet, QCM systems have also been developed for use under extremely low temperatures (e.g., space exploration applications) \[[@B51-sensors-17-02799],[@B52-sensors-17-02799]\]. On the other side of the spectrum, some applications require stable operation at higher temperatures. Quartz maximum operating temperature as a piezoelectric material is limited by its phase-transition, Curie temperature, of 573 °C \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799]\]. In contrast, other types of novel, quartz-like, crystals are shown to possess similar piezoelectric characteristics to the conventional quartz for QCM applications at higher temperatures \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799],[@B54-sensors-17-02799]\]. For instance, the Y-11.1° cut gallium orthophosphate (GaPO~4~) based crystals are able to maintain stable operation under temperatures as high as 900 °C with a linearly decreasing temperature coefficient, reaching 3 ${Hz}\ {{^\circ}C}^{- 1}$ at 450 °C, based on the manufacturing specifications \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799]\]. The phase-transition temperature of this material is reported around 920 °C, in addition to its higher mechanical quality factor (*Q*), indicating its superiority over quartz for such applications.

The utilization of GaPO~4~ based material in sensing applications, known as GCM, is reported in several works \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799],[@B54-sensors-17-02799],[@B55-sensors-17-02799],[@B56-sensors-17-02799],[@B57-sensors-17-02799],[@B58-sensors-17-02799]\]. [Figure 1](#sensors-17-02799-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows different types of QCM sensors with various sizes and Au/Cr-electrodes distribution, in addition to a *Pt*-electrodes coated R-30 GCM sensor from *PiezoCryst* for comparison. Finally, a comprehensive review of high-temperature crystal types and characteristics, including the emerging Langasite based LCM sensors, is found elsewhere \[[@B59-sensors-17-02799]\].

Subsequently, the main focus of this paper is on analyzing the existing QCM electronic interfacing sensors based on their wider-utilization in literature. Some interfacing techniques are based on the described resonance, others are based on direct impedance or phase shift measurements that are representative of resonance shifts. Although QCM and GCM characterization is somewhat similar, a separate section of this paper is dedicated to GCM and high-temperature microbalance applications, with relevant design considerations and recommendations.

The structure of this paper is as follows: electrical modeling of crystal resonators is first introduced. After that, QCM electronic measurement systems and techniques are thoroughly analyzed in the following order: (1) Impedance-based measurements. (2) Electronic oscillator circuits, in addition to their enhanced *lock-in* oscillator systems. (3) Impulse Excitation/Decay technique (QCM-D). (4) QCM Phase-mass technique. High-temperature microbalance systems design considerations and recommendations are then discussed in terms of their electronic interfacing circuits and physical aspects. A qualitative comparison of the different electronic characterization systems is then presented, detailing the advantages/disadvantages of each category for different applications and operating mediums, followed by concluding remarks.

2. Electrical Modeling of QCM Resonators {#sec2-sensors-17-02799}
========================================

From the electrical point of view, piezoelectric thickness shear mode (*TSM*) crystals are modeled as acoustic transmission lines \[[@B60-sensors-17-02799]\]. Yet, simplified versions of this model have been developed over time. Namely, the Lumped Elements Model (*LEM*), which models the loading effect as a complex impedance $Z_{L}$ series to the motional Butterworth-Van-Dyke (*BVD*) branch \[[@B60-sensors-17-02799]\]. Consequently, unloaded QCM sensors are electrically modeled, near resonance, using the generic BVD circuit model, consisting of a series *RLC* motional arm, with $(C_{m})$ representing the energy stored per oscillation, $(R_{m})$ representing the energy loss, damping, per oscillation and $(L_{m})$ as the inertial element related to vibrating mass of the crystal unit \[[@B61-sensors-17-02799]\]. Another capacitor $(C_{o})$ is added across the motional arm to account for the electrodes capacitance with the piezoelectric crystal acting as the dielectric material, where its capacitance value is dependent on the crystal geometry and is typically in the *pF* range. The simple BVD circuit model is shown in [Figure 2](#sensors-17-02799-f002){ref-type="fig"} and related to the sensor composition.

As seen from the circuit in [Figure 2](#sensors-17-02799-f002){ref-type="fig"}, two fundamentals resonance frequencies may be achieved at the resonator's minimum and maximum impedance points. Namely, series ($f_{s})$ and parallel resonance ($f_{p}$). Series resonance is mainly related to the crystal itself and more representative of its behavior. Yet, the series minimum impedance frequency ($f_{s}$) is different from the true motional series resonant frequency (*MSRF*), which is only dependent on $L_{m}C_{m}$ resonance and is considered to be the frequency of interest for most QCM applications, representing actual piezoelectric crystal resonance. On the other hand, the parallel resonance frequency is mainly attributed to the parallel capacitor resonance with the motional branch. Both frequencies are obtained as in Equations (4) and (5), serving as accurate approximations for high quality resonators as depicted in [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"}. $$f_{s} \approx \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{L_{m}C_{m}}}$$ $$f_{P} \approx \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{L_{m}\frac{C_{m}C_{o}^{*}}{C_{m} + C_{o}^{*}}}}$$ where $C_{o}^{*} = C_{o} + C_{ext}$ assumes a connected resonator to external apparatus and is replaced by $C_{o}$ in case of bare-electrodes, as discussed above. Equation (4) resembles $MSRF$, where $f_{s} = MSRF$ only if $R_{m} = 0$ or if the sensor is electrodeless. The simple BVD components values may be theoretically calculated as in Equation (6) for a given resonance frequency, or one of its harmonic overtones \[[@B62-sensors-17-02799]\]. $$C_{o} = \frac{\epsilon_{p}A}{h}$$ $$C_{m} = \frac{8K_{o}^{2}C_{o}}{\left( {N\pi} \right)^{2}}$$ $$L_{m} = \frac{1}{\omega_{MSRF}^{2}C_{m}}$$ $$R_{m} = \frac{\eta_{p}}{c_{p}C_{1}}\left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_{MSRF}} \right)^{2}$$ where $\omega~{and}\ \omega_{MSRF}$ are the operating and *MSRF* frequencies, respectively. Equation (6) may be inaccurate under certain conditions \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\]; thus, practical characterization techniques may be alternatively used (e.g., based on impedance analysis) as will be discussed further down. [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"} also demonstrates the different operating regions of a high-quality QCM sensor, near resonance, based on a practical case of 5-MHz QCM crystals \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\]. The BVD parameters are provided as: $L_{m} = 30~{mH},~C_{m} = 33~{fF},~R_{m} = 10~\mathrm{\Omega}$ and $C_{o}^{*} = 20~{pF}$. Sharp phase-transition between inductive and capacitive regions is observed at resonance from $- 90{^\circ}~{to}~90{^\circ}$ and back. The aforementioned approximations are accurately valid for QCM applications in vacuum/gas phase, where the medium's damping is mostly negligible \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\] and the deposited uniform films are modeled through BVD as a small inductance, series to the motional arm, causing the resonance curves in [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"} to slightly shift to the lower-frequency side.

On the other hand, liquid-phase applications are associated with significant damping of the QCM resonator due to viscous loading, in addition to further shifts in resonance frequency. Such changes are modeled by adding series $R_{liq}$ and $L_{liq}$ components to the motional branch of the equivalent circuit. Single-sided liquid immersion is used for most in-liquid applications. Yet, double-side immersion is still adopted by some works \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B64-sensors-17-02799]\]. For the latter case, the liquid conductivity, modeled by $G_{liq}$ and permittivity, modeled by $C_{liq}~$ are taken into account when modeling the resonator \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B65-sensors-17-02799]\] and are omitted otherwise. Intuitively, using the sensor in highly-conductive liquids under complete-immersion conditions would short the sensor output. [Figure 4](#sensors-17-02799-f004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the detailed, loaded BVD model, near resonance, for a QCM resonator.

For the standard 5 MHz crystal characterized in [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"}, a single-side immersion in pure water corresponds to increasing the overall motional resistance $R_{s}^{T} = R_{m} + R_{liq}$ to 400 Ω (*liquid-induced resistance* $R_{liq}$ = 390 Ω), in addition to a liquid-induced inductance $L_{liq}$ = 8.48 µH \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\], with $L_{s}^{T} = L_{m} + L_{LD} + L_{liq}$. The other parameters ideally maintain their constant values. Significant increase in the total motional arm resistance, compared to the minimal inductance change, negatively affects the QCM quality factor (*Q*), which represents the ratio of the stored to lost energy for each crystal oscillation \[[@B66-sensors-17-02799]\]. The basic formula for determining *Q* is expressed as a ratio of the resonator's equivalent inductive reactance at resonance to its equivalent resistance, as in Equation (7). $$Q = \frac{j\omega_{o}L_{s}^{T}}{R_{s}^{T}}$$

Practical consequences of *Q* degradation on the QCM frequency response are illustrated in [Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"}a. That is, the minimum motional impedance ($Z_{s}$) point, corresponding to *MSRF* and maximum conductance and represented by Equation (4), occurs after the overall resonator's minimum impedance point ($Z_{QCM}$), represented by $f_{s}$. Such behavior is mainly influenced by the parallel $R_{s}^{T}C_{o}$ combination near resonance, which is no longer dominated by $R_{s}^{T}$ for damped mediums and considerably affects the points of absolute minimum/maximum impedance and their phase. As a result, series and parallel resonance points occurred at −26.95°, compared to the case of unloaded resonator (i.e., $R_{m} = 10~\mathrm{\Omega}$), where both resonance frequencies occurred around the *zero-phase* crossing point. In addition, the inductive phase-transition hardly reaches 30° for the given liquid-loading scenario due to the narrow inductive region that, combined with the large damping resistance, prevents the inductive reactance to build-up significantly and dominate the sensor's overall impedance before resonating with $C_{o}^{*}$.

Subsequently, the total parallel static capacitance $C_{o}^{*}$ negative effects on the measured resonance frequency in viscous mediums require thorough evaluation. The reported $Z$*~min~* value in [Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"}a was $377~\mathsf{\Omega}$, compared to $400~\mathsf{\Omega}$ for the actual $R_{s}^{T}$, indicating a false interpretation of the sensor damping and the corresponding liquid viscosity if the absolute minimum impedance point is taken as references for *MSRF* and $R_{s}^{T}$ estimation. Also, a difference of $\sim 254~{Hz}$ between the *MSRF* and the actual detected minimum impedance frequency $f_{s}$ is measured for the given scenario. These variations are for the case of operating in pure water and are amplified significantly for more viscous mediums \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\]. Thus, the maximum conductance (*G*) point should be taken as a global reference for accurate *MSRF* estimation instead as it is independent of $C_{o}^{*}$. $R_{s}^{T}$ is then simply calculated as the reciprocal of $G_{max}$.

[Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"}b qualitatively describes the practical implications of the parallel capacitance effect through admittance locus, adopted from \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\] with some improvements, where the outer circle represents an unloaded QCM scenario (i.e., low $R_{s}^{T}$) and the inner circle represents a damped resonator scenario (only $R_{liq}$ is considered for simplicity in this scenario, since the goal is to study the combined $C_{o}^{*}$, $R_{liq}$ effect, rather than $L_{liq}$ mass loading). The orange horizontal dashed line represents the maximum conductance trajectory, independent of $C_{o}^{*}$ (i.e., the MSRF line). On the other hand, the slightly inclined red dashed line represents the measured $f_{s}$ at the minimum impedance point. This inclination represents the electrical susceptance (*B: reciprocal of reactance*) behavior of the sensor, where the angular frequency $\omega_{s}$ varies based on the minimum impedance point as in [Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"}b. A recent paper discussed the influence of motional resistance and parallel capacitance variations on the resonator's series resonance point for liquid-phase applications \[[@B67-sensors-17-02799]\]. Detailed resonance-band characterization may also be reviewed from the following recommended references \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B65-sensors-17-02799]\].

Finally, it should be noted that additional modifications can be introduced to the BVD model based on several additional factors, such as coating the QCM with polymer films, or adding extra components to indicate the viscoelastic behavior of some loaded film. Such adjustments are important for the BVD model accuracy when it is used as part of the sensor characterization, by making it more representative of the actual application \[[@B68-sensors-17-02799]\].

3. QCM Electronic Interfacing Systems for Sensing Applications {#sec3-sensors-17-02799}
==============================================================

Several QCM electronic measurements systems exist in literature, varying in their level of complexity, cost, accuracy and portability. These interfacing circuits aim to accurately measure physical variations that are related to relevant physical quantities (e.g., mass ($\Delta L_{m}$), viscosity ($R_{liq}$) and film rigidity (D) variations on the sensor's surface) based on the specific application requirements. From electrical point of view, the main measurements are related to BVD parameters impedance variations, which may be measured through resonance frequency (Equations (1) and (2)), or phase-shift variations as employed by some techniques, since both quantities are inter-related. The main systems are comprehensively discussed and analyzed in this section, in terms of explaining their working principle, design considerations and practical examples.

3.1. Impedance-Analysis Based Measurements {#sec3dot1-sensors-17-02799}
------------------------------------------

This technique is traditionally based on expensive and bulky lab-based impedance analyzers, where it has been applied in different applications \[[@B69-sensors-17-02799],[@B70-sensors-17-02799],[@B71-sensors-17-02799]\], including the use of QCM resonators as humidity sensors \[[@B31-sensors-17-02799],[@B32-sensors-17-02799],[@B33-sensors-17-02799]\]. On the other hand, various attempts have been made by researchers to maintain conventional analyzers advantages while developing compact systems. Thus, impedance-based measurements may be divided into two main subcategories; namely, conventional and compact analyzers based. [Figure 6](#sensors-17-02799-f006){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the basic operation of these different systems. The basic principle is similar to that shown in [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"}a, where the sensor is passively interrogated by a frequency-sweeping signal around resonance to analyze its impedance/admittance behavior.

### 3.1.1. Conventional Impedance Analyzers Based Measurements {#sec3dot1dot1-sensors-17-02799}

For conventional analyzers, conductance curves are generated to determine the maximum conductance, *MSRF*, frequency. Calculating the conductance reciprocal at that frequency results in the total motional resistance $R_{m}$. Repeating this process indefinitely in controlled time intervals and recorded computerized fashion can easily track MSRF and $R_{m}$ variations and relate them to the corresponding Sauerbrey and damping monitoring equations. Simultaneous susceptance (*B*) measurement may also be used to identify $C_{o}^{*}$ by measuring the sensor *B* at *MSRF*. This idea is illustrated mathematically as follows. First, the overall QCM impedance is calculated, as in Equation (8a), the admittance is then obtained as its reciprocal in Equation (8b). $$Z = Z_{s}~//~Z_{p} = \frac{\left\lbrack {R_{m} + j\left( {\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{o}^{*}}} \right)} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \frac{1}{j\omega C_{o}^{*}} \right\rbrack}{R_{m} + j(\omega L_{m} - \left\lbrack {\frac{1}{\omega}\left( \frac{C_{m} + C_{o}^{*}}{C_{m}C_{p}} \right)} \right\rbrack}$$ $$Y = \frac{1}{Z} = \frac{R_{m}}{R_{m}^{2} + \left( {\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{m}}} \right)^{2}} + j\left( {\frac{\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{m}}}{R_{m}^{2} + \left( {\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{1}}} \right)^{2}} + \omega C_{o}^{*}} \right)$$

At *MSRF*, the expression reduces to Equation (8c) and thus $R_{m}$ and $C_{o}^{*}$ can then be easily obtained as in [Figure 7](#sensors-17-02799-f007){ref-type="fig"}, where the scenario of QCM single-side immersion in pure water with $R_{m}^{T} = 400~\mathsf{\Omega}$ is maintained. $$Y = \frac{1}{R_{m}} + j\omega_{MSRF}C_{o}^{*}$$

Accordingly, a complete sensor characterization is achieved, where $C_{m}$ and $L_{m}$ may be easily obtained through non-linear curve fitting techniques. The external apparatus capacitance $C_{ext} = C_{o}^{*} - C_{o}$ should be compensated through setup calibration or direct measurement for accurate $C_{o}$ estimation.

The main advantages of *conventional* impedance analyzing QCM characterization networks are identified compared to other techniques. Namely, the sensor is characterized in isolation without the influence of external circuitry, providing significantly more accurate estimations, typically the most accurate measurements compared to any other technique. On the other hand, the conductance curve peak flatness, corresponding to a low quality factor *Q* in highly damped operating conditions, requires the utilization of impedance analyzers supporting high-frequency resolution to ensure extended accuracy \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B72-sensors-17-02799]\].

In contrast, these systems are disadvantageous in terms of their high cost and bulky size, limiting their practicality to *lab-based* measurements \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B72-sensors-17-02799],[@B73-sensors-17-02799]\]. Additionally, the required sweeping time per reading may be essential for some QCM applications, especially when rapidly changing conditions are expected. Furthermore, ensuring a maximized signal-to-noise (*SNR*) ratio is important for accurate interpretations. Thus, the analyzer selection should take such points into consideration \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B74-sensors-17-02799]\]. Other electronic characterization techniques based on *lock-in* oscillator concepts were also introduced in literature to overcome the problem for fast QCM applications \[[@B75-sensors-17-02799]\].

Additionally, conventional frequency-sweeping based impedance analyzers are used in literature to study the QCM behavior at higher order overtones. Only odd harmonics are electrically excited when the sensor is interrogated at the appropriate frequency (i.e., *N* = 1, 3, 5, ...). These harmonic overtones are modeled electrically as parallel motional branches ([Figure 8](#sensors-17-02799-f008){ref-type="fig"}). Only the branch corresponding to the interrogating resonance harmonic/overtone is excited, whereas the others are essentially seen by the source as open-circuits. Motional branch parameters (i.e., $R_{m},~C_{m}~{and}~L_{m}$) are thus dependent on the excited overtone \[[@B76-sensors-17-02799]\], which is also observed from Equation (6).

Consequently, a QCM resonator may be considered as a bank of resonating filters, enabling simultaneous/discrete characterization of the same load over different frequencies, increasing the correlated information achievable through a single sensor implementation \[[@B76-sensors-17-02799],[@B77-sensors-17-02799]\]. A recent work implemented the multiple-overtones analysis technique for a biosensing application, utilizing an impedance analyzer with a frequency sweeping range from 20 Hz to 120 MHz. Thus, allowing for a practical evaluation of a 10 MHz crystal up to its 11th overtone, compared to the 23rd overtone for a 5 MHz crystal. Crystals of both frequencies were tested and found to provide stable results, where corresponding BVD parameters for each harmonic were found through non-linear curve fitting \[[@B78-sensors-17-02799]\]. The setup detection limit for $R_{m}$ variations were within the order $0.3~\mathsf{\Omega}$, in addition to dissipation monitoring values of 0.01 $µU~$(*micro dissipation units*). The authors also demonstrated the increased sensitivity with higher overtones, yet, at the cost of increased losses and decreased quality factor \[[@B78-sensors-17-02799]\]. Collectively, the utilization of conventional (5--10 MHz) QCM resonators at higher overtones is a practically viable solution for applications requiring increased sensitivity levels, when compared to the thinner, more expensive crystals with higher fundamental frequencies.

On the other hand, different impedance-based electronic interfacing systems were developed by researchers to overcome the main shortcomings of conventional lab-based setup. Although their outcomes are not as accurate, such systems still possess the advantages of low-cost and portable size instruments \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799],[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B72-sensors-17-02799],[@B73-sensors-17-02799],[@B79-sensors-17-02799],[@B80-sensors-17-02799]\]. These modified systems may be divided into two main categories based on their operating principle. (1) Circuits utilizing voltage-divider based analysis to obtain the BVD model parameters \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799],[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B80-sensors-17-02799]\]. (2) Circuits utilizing a similar operating principle to conventional impedance analyzers (i.e., conductance and susceptance spectra) through compact circuitry \[[@B72-sensors-17-02799],[@B73-sensors-17-02799],[@B79-sensors-17-02799]\].

### 3.1.2. Voltage-Divider Based Impedance Measurements {#sec3dot1dot2-sensors-17-02799}

For the first type, circuits complexity may vary based on the required level of accuracy. [Figure 9](#sensors-17-02799-f009){ref-type="fig"} collectively demonstrates two such systems. The first one, represented inside the voltage divider network box, shows the QCM connected in series to a passive element to establish voltage division. A capacitor is deemed more practical by the authors of \[[@B4-sensors-17-02799]\] due to the ability to select its value accurately as it exhibits a close-to-ideal behavior. The transfer function $\left| {u_{o1}/u_{i}} \right|$ is obtained as in Equation (9), where $C_{t}$ is the series connected capacitor to the network. $$\left| \frac{u_{o1}}{u_{i}} \right|\  = \frac{\sqrt{R_{m}^{2} + \left( {\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{m}}} \right)^{2}}}{\sqrt{\left( {R_{m} + \left( \frac{R_{m}C_{o}}{C_{t}} \right)} \right)^{2} + \left( {\omega L_{m} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{m}} + \frac{\omega L_{m}C_{o}}{C_{t}} - \frac{C_{o}}{\omega C_{t}C_{m}} - \frac{1}{\omega C_{t}}} \right)^{2}}~}$$

By sweeping $f$ around the resonance region, experimental results of $\left| {u_{o1}/u_{i}} \right|$ were obtained. From here, BVD parameters may be estimated through non-linear (e.g., least-squares) curve fitting, with adequate initial and boundary conditions based on the expected operating ranges.

An enhancement to this technique is presented in \[[@B80-sensors-17-02799]\] and is represented by [Figure 9](#sensors-17-02799-f009){ref-type="fig"} through the outer $u_{o2}/u_{i}$ loop. Namely, the interrogating signal is modulated by a low-frequency Double Sideband Amplitude Modulated (*DSB-AM*) signal of frequency $f_{m}$. The resulting input sweeps the resonance region within an additional bandwidth of 2$f_{m}.$ Applying this input to the voltage divider network and mixing it with the QCM output with appropriate filtering only passes signals with double the low modulating frequency 2$f_{m}$. This signal carries information about both real and imaginary QCM impedance parts and thus a similar non-linear fitting technique can be used to extract the sensor's equivalent circuit parameters. The mathematical derivation is given with respect to LEM in \[[@B80-sensors-17-02799]\] and is simplified further in \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\]. Major advantages of this method are its noise immunity since its output consists of two coherent signals, in addition to its variable-controlled sensitivity that is determined via the modulating frequency selection. This property is mainly advantageous in case of heavy-loaded QCM resonators.

Another recent work discussed a similar characterization technique to empirically estimate $R_{m}$ and $C_{o}^{*}$, without requiring the non-linear curve fitting \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\], indicating that $L_{m}$ and $C_{m}$ may be estimated through Equation (6). Yet, the utilized $C_{o}$ for this calculation should exclude $C_{ext}$ effect as it does not influence the motional parameters, thus requiring precise $C_{ext}$ calibration/measurement, which is not always straightforward. The basic idea for $C_{o}^{*}$ estimation is to connect a calibration inductor $L_{cal}$ in series to the sensor, so that it resonates with $C_{o}^{*}$ at a frequency that is selected to be far away from the QCM actual resonance, in a region where $C_{o}^{*}$ dominates the sensor's impedance (i.e., where the motional arm is essentially an open circuit compared to $X_{C_{o}^{*}}).$ The required circuitry for this test is presented in [Figure 10](#sensors-17-02799-f010){ref-type="fig"}a, where a load resistor $R_{L}$ is connected to protect the circuit at resonance. Furthermore, $L_{cal}$ value needs to be precisely identified prior to the actual test as it is essential for accurate characterization. Thus, the inductor is calibrated first through a different *RLC* calibration circuit with precisely known values of $R$ and *C* \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\]. Once calibrated and implemented, the network in [Figure 10](#sensors-17-02799-f010){ref-type="fig"}a is passively interrogated through a sweeping signal around the expected $L_{cal}C_{o}^{*}$ resonance for minimum output signal detection, corresponding to $f_{cal}$. From there, $C_{o}^{*}$ is estimated as in Equation (10). $$C_{o}^{*} = \frac{1}{\left( {2\pi f_{cal}} \right)^{2}L_{cal}}$$

After that, the inductor is disconnected from the circuit and it reduces to that in [Figure 10](#sensors-17-02799-f010){ref-type="fig"}b, where the $R_{L}$ resistor, whose value should also be precisely identified, is used to estimate $R_{m}$. Nevertheless, it is advisable to set $R_{L}$ value around the expected $R_{s}^{T}$ to avoid non-proportional, noisy measurements. Consequently, the network is passively interrogated, in this case with a signal whose frequency sweeps the QCM series resonance region. Once identified as the maximum output $u_{o}$ point, the motional branch is reduced to $R_{m}$. The parallel $C_{o}^{*}$ effect is neglected by the authors in \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\] as tests were conducted for unloaded resonators, indicating the estimation accuracy for lightly-loaded resonators only, based on [Figure 5](#sensors-17-02799-f005){ref-type="fig"} explanation (i.e., for the given scenario, $R_{s}^{T}$ is estimated as $377\ \mathsf{\Omega}$ rather than $400\ \mathsf{\Omega}$ without proper $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation). Thus, $R_{m}$ is estimated at this frequency for lightly loaded sensors by means of a simple voltage divider circuit as in Equation (11). $$\left. u_{o} = \frac{R_{m}}{R_{m} + R_{L}}u_{i}~\rightarrow~R_{m} = R_{L}\frac{u_{o}}{u_{i} - u_{o}} \right.$$

The circuits in [Figure 10](#sensors-17-02799-f010){ref-type="fig"} may be implemented on a single board through connecting a parallel switch to the calibration inductor with minimal on-state resistance to short out its effect when $R_{m}$ estimation is performed for enhanced measurement repeatability.

### 3.1.3. Compact Impedance Analyzers {#sec3dot1dot3-sensors-17-02799}

The second type of impedance-based QCM characterization, introduced at the beginning of this section, utilizes circuits capable of achieving similar operating principle to conventional impedance analyzers through customized and compact electronics. Such experimental setups typically include passive interrogation of QCM sensors around resonance, generating output signals that can be analyzed through computer-based algorithms and eventually displayed to users. Thus, avoiding the necessity of purchasing expensive and bulky impedance analyzers.

The work presented in \[[@B73-sensors-17-02799]\] represents such compact system as shown in [Figure 11](#sensors-17-02799-f011){ref-type="fig"}, where the components are carefully selected to exhibit minimum noise/distortion, with sufficient operating bandwidth.

The frequency sweeping input interrogates the QCM, placed within the feedback path of the amplifier. In this configuration, the amplifier converts the interrogating input voltage into a current, which is forced through the QCM. The amplifier output follows the resonator's voltage drop, where this signal is buffered afterwards and mixed with the interrogating signal and its 90° shifted version to produce in-phase and quadrature-phase (IQ) outputs, representative of the QCM's voltage. Similar components are produced for the resonator's forced current \[[@B73-sensors-17-02799]\]. The four signals are fed to LPFs with appropriate cutoff frequencies for demodulation, passing only the relevant components representative of the crystal's voltage drop $\left| V \right|\angle\theta$ and current $\left| I \right|\angle\phi$ through $I_{i},~I_{q}$ and $V_{i},~V_{q}$. Eventually, the complex impedance for each interrogating frequency is obtained, as in Equation (12). $$Z = \frac{\left| V \right|\angle\theta\ }{\left| I \right|\angle\phi}$$

The authors tested their system on polymer-coated 5-MHz QCM sensors, detecting a maximum conductance of $21.57~{mS}$, compared to $28.05~{mS}$ for the conventional HP 4192A LF impedance analyzer at similar frequencies ($\sim 100~{Hz}$ *of MSRF deviation is also observed)*, indicating appropriate functionality with further requirement of setup optimization. Consequently, the authors demonstrated the possibility of using their developed system in measuring simultaneous responses from different QCM sensors through a multiplexing network that alternates their connection to the system in a synchronized fashion to the programming algorithm \[[@B73-sensors-17-02799]\].

Another compact, rapid QCM impedance scanning system was introduced in \[[@B72-sensors-17-02799]\], with a hand-held size electronic board that is able to scan a $20~{kHz}$ bandwidth centered around the resonance frequency at a resolution of $0.2~{Hz}$ in $200\ {ms}$. This time decreases significantly for lower resolutions, narrower bandwidths. Thus, achieving the objective of a cost-effective platform, where most acquisition tasks are performed at the software level to minimize the hardware interference for any required modification. The system block diagram is shown in [Figure 12](#sensors-17-02799-f012){ref-type="fig"}, where the Programmable Logic Device (*PLD*) controls and regulates its operation. An 80-MHz clock signal is used to drive both the PLD and the Direct Digital Synthesizer (*DDS*), which produces sinusoidal outputs with frequencies up to 15 MHz and amplitudes up to 8.33 $V_{rms}$, controlled through the Digital to Analog Converter (*DAC*) block. The frequency output is filtered for noise reduction and amplified prior to being fed to the QCM resonator through AC-Coupled network. The sensor response is fed back to the network through the RMS to DC converter block (*TRMS*) and eventually fed back to the PLD.

Fast non-linear fitting algorithms are also employed by this system to determine unknown characterization coefficients. Subsequently, the system also allows for QCM characterization at different resonance harmonics \[[@B72-sensors-17-02799]\].

Another system, based on a similar topology and utilizing impedance-matching networks for real-time QCM characterization, has been recently developed and demonstrated high levels of real-time, accurate measurements, suitable for in-situ applications \[[@B81-sensors-17-02799]\]. Applications of compact, impedance-based QCM analysis extend to characterize rapid resonance frequency and dissipation factor $\left( D \right)$ variations through expansive frequency range adaptation, achieving integrated low cost instruments with high reported sensitivities, as in \[[@B79-sensors-17-02799]\].

3.2. Electronic Oscillators Based Measurement Systems {#sec3dot2-sensors-17-02799}
-----------------------------------------------------

Electronic oscillating circuits are extensively studied in literature for QCM measurements under several operating conditions. Compared to conventional impedance networks, the sensor is not passively interrogated; instead, it acts as the frequency determining component within the oscillating circuit. Thus, tightly-controlled designs need to minimize interference between QCM and other circuit components for accurate results interpretations \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799],[@B63-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\]. In this subsection, the principle of operation and design considerations of QCM based electronic oscillators are first briefly introduced, followed by evaluating different existing, widely used circuits in literature.

A linear electronic oscillator is composed of a loop including an amplifier with gain $\alpha$ and a feedback frequency-selective network with a transfer function *β*. The latter acts as a band-pass (*LC*) filter in the case of crystal oscillators, only passing signals within its resonance frequency's neighborhood, depending on the system's quality factor-*Q*. On the other hand, the amplifier is designed to restore the decayed amplitude caused by the damping of the filter components. The required amplifier gain for oscillation sustainability is found to be proportional to $R_{m}$ \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\]. That is, operating under heavy-loaded conditions increases the effective motional resistance, leading to damped oscillation amplitudes through the frequency selective feedback network ($\beta$), comprised mainly of the QCM. The amplifying network ($\mathsf{\alpha}$) gain must proportionally increase to compensate the loop-gain loss. Some customized-oscillator designs employ Automatic Gain Control (*AGC*) amplifiers \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799],[@B83-sensors-17-02799]\] to continuously adjust the gain, following real-time damping level and indicating $R_{m}$. In contrast, other conventional oscillators depend on their active amplifier nonlinearities and saturation behavior for gain control \[[@B84-sensors-17-02799]\]. In all cases, if the amplifier is unable to adequately compensate for the feedback network losses, the oscillation is lost.

Consequently, the requirement to sustain oscillatory behavior at a fixed amplitude for a closed loop circuit, is to maintain the loop gain equal to 1, in addition to having a total loop phase-shift that is equal to zero or multiples of 360° to avoid destructive interference patterns. These two requirements can be summarized as the "*Barkhausen Criteria*". $$\left| {\mathsf{\alpha}\beta} \right| = 1$$ $$\angle\mathsf{\alpha}\beta = n360,~n = 0,1,2,~\ldots$$

Crystal oscillators are well-developed in literature with a wide range of applications due to their high stability and selectivity compared to other oscillators. The detailed principle of operation for conventional crystal oscillators can be found elsewhere \[[@B85-sensors-17-02799]\]. Specific design considerations have to be taken into account when designing QCM electronic oscillating circuits based on the application and operating conditions, especially for highly-damped mediums. For instance, it is recommended to adopt an oscillator design that grounds one crystal side, preferably the immersed electrode, in case of a single-side immersion in liquid for a better control of $C_{o}^{*}$ \[[@B86-sensors-17-02799],[@B87-sensors-17-02799]\].

Some oscillators are inherently designed to drive the crystal at or near its MSRF (i.e., series resonance mode), depending on the medium damping and $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation. Other circuits are designed to drive the crystal in parallel-mode within the inductive region of [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"}. The resonator, in this case, acts as a high-quality inductor, depending on its *Q* and the system achieves stable oscillation at a frequency between $f_{s}$ and $f_{p}$. In this case, the resonator is typically combined with other passive components in the feedback loop to sustain the Barkhausen loop-phase criteria and their design values determine the operating frequency. Thus, more system controllability is possible with this operating mode when compared to series (*zero-phase, low impedance mode*), although the latter, for negligible or compensated $C_{o}^{*}$ conditions, is more representative of the resonator's true *MSRF* when absolute frequency monitoring is required. Furthermore, the feedback/amplifying network passive/active components selection must take their long-term stability into account to maintain minimal interference with QCM characterization (i.e., stability vs. temperature/humidity effects, minimal parasitics and non-idealities) \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799],[@B88-sensors-17-02799]\].

Accordingly, a more complex, yet accurate type of electronic oscillator circuits is developed to lock-in the QCM oscillations to its true MSRF. For this type of circuit, VCOs, or similar types, are employed under a Phase-Locked-Loop PLL setup. The VCO frequency varies around a pre-defined range, with the operating point defined by a feedback signal from QCM network, eventually locking to *MSRF* and satisfying the control loop condition based on adequate designs \[[@B89-sensors-17-02799],[@B90-sensors-17-02799],[@B91-sensors-17-02799]\].

The following subsections thoroughly analyze and evaluate the different type of oscillator-based QCM electronic interfacing systems. That is: (1) Self-Oscillating QCM Based Oscillators. (2) Controlled (*Lock-In*) Based Oscillators, where VCOs drive the circuit to a frequency satisfying accurate QCM characterization at *MSRF*. Beforehand, generic connections of both options implementations are illustrated in [Figure 13](#sensors-17-02799-f013){ref-type="fig"}, where the switching pattern is presented to showcase the different possibilities for each scenario.

### 3.2.1. QCM Based Oscillators {#sec3dot2dot1-sensors-17-02799}

Conventional electronic oscillator circuits that are typically used as *LC* tank oscillators were among the first options adopted by QCM researchers \[[@B86-sensors-17-02799]\]. Traditional examples include the Colpitts, Pierce and Miller Oscillators. Taking Colpitts as an example, the QCM operates within the feedback loop as a high-quality inductor $L_{m}^{\prime}$, within the narrow inductive region from [Figure 3](#sensors-17-02799-f003){ref-type="fig"}. The oscillating frequency is thus defined by the resonance frequency between $L_{m}^{\prime}~$ and feedback load capacitors combination (similar to [Figure 13](#sensors-17-02799-f013){ref-type="fig"}a). Frequency variations are detected through slight changes in $L_{m}^{\prime}$, thus shifting the virtual *LC* resonance point and the oscillation frequency. Yet and although Colpitts inherently possess the advantage of a single grounded crystal's terminal, it is not considered as a preferred design for highly damped in-liquid applications due to its gain/phase sensitivity to the resonator losses \[[@B86-sensors-17-02799]\]. Some works suggested the connection of additional amplifying stage for improved stability \[[@B92-sensors-17-02799]\]. This option adds to the circuit complexity and risks additional QCM loading without adequate buffering.

Conventional Pierce crystal oscillator has also been traditionally used for QCM applications \[[@B86-sensors-17-02799]\] and general-purpose commercial products (e.g., OpenQCM \[[@B93-sensors-17-02799]\]) under various operating conditions. It provides a good level of stability for lightly-damped application, yet, it possesses similar disadvantages to those of Colpitts under highly-damped conditions, while lacking the grounding of one of its crystal electrodes \[[@B86-sensors-17-02799]\].

In contrast, a double-resonance based oscillator circuit is introduced in \[[@B94-sensors-17-02799]\] and its performance is compared to Colpitts, demonstrating an enhanced oscillating performance under single side or complete distilled water immersion for QCM applications. The proposed circuit oscillation mode is controlled through a variable capacitor, which can be adjusted to lock the circuit oscillation to the crystal's resonance based on the operating condition. The circuit is extended in \[[@B95-sensors-17-02799]\] through utilizing a variable-capacitance diode for a voltage controlled resonance mode.

#### Miller Oscillator

The Miller circuit configuration has also caught the attention of some research groups for its functionality under a wide range of operating conditions \[[@B96-sensors-17-02799],[@B97-sensors-17-02799],[@B98-sensors-17-02799]\]. Similarly to Colpitts, several versions of the circuit exist with different simplifications. However, the one that is widely used in literature is based on the utilization of a non-inverting Operational Transconductance Amplifier (*OTA*) as its active device \[[@B97-sensors-17-02799]\] as shown in [Figure 14](#sensors-17-02799-f014){ref-type="fig"}. It is experimentally advised that the resonating frequency associated to the $L_{2}C_{2}$ filter should be selected below the expected QCM lower oscillating frequency limit to minimize the circuit's frequency dependence on the filter.

An optimization algorithm for optimal QCM oscillators design is presented by Rodríguez-Pardo et al. \[[@B99-sensors-17-02799]\] and is applied to different Miller circuit configurations in \[[@B96-sensors-17-02799],[@B97-sensors-17-02799]\]. The algorithm sets to optimally determine circuit component values/ranges based on the application's expected operating conditions.

The Miller configuration is advantageous for in-liquid applications (e.g., biological and electrochemical) as one of its crystal electrodes is inherently grounded. The circuit in [Figure 14](#sensors-17-02799-f014){ref-type="fig"} was implemented in \[[@B98-sensors-17-02799]\] for in-liquid biological sensing application, using a 50 MHz crystal, with satisfactory performance. When compared to the Active Bridge Oscillator (*ABO*), Miller oscillator was also found to maintain an enhanced noise performance with comparable frequency stability levels, in addition to sustaining oscillation under lower *Q* (i.e., sustaining oscillation under higher damping conditions) \[[@B100-sensors-17-02799]\].

#### Commercial QCM200 Oscillator-Based Instrumentation

Developed by Stanford Research Systems (*SRS*), the commercial QCM200 characterization system has been widely used for gas and liquid-phase QCM applications in different fields \[[@B101-sensors-17-02799],[@B102-sensors-17-02799],[@B103-sensors-17-02799],[@B104-sensors-17-02799]\] due to its adopted Automatic Gain Control (*AGC*) based oscillator design \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\]. The system mainly consists of an interfacing panel that is connected to an oscillator module. Consequently, the system supports manual $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation (i.e., $C_{o}$ and external apparatus capacitive influence), in addition to real-time $R_{m}$ monitoring.

[Figure 15](#sensors-17-02799-f015){ref-type="fig"} shows the system's oscillating circuit design. The uncompensated QCM sensor is connected to the positive output of a center-tapped transformer, driven by an AGC amplifier, whereas a variable compensating capacitor $C_{v}$ is connected to the negative terminal. The same voltage, with opposite polarities, is applied across both $C_{o}^{*}$ and $C_{v}$. The compensating capacitor is connected to the QCM at the compensating node. The total current entering the node is defined as the summation of QCM motional and parallel capacitance currents $I_{m},~I_{p}$ respectively, in addition to $C_{v}$ current, $I_{c}$, which is related to $- I_{p}$ through their simultaneous voltage. Equation (14) presents the node-entering complex currents. $$I_{in} = I_{m} + I_{p}\left( {1 - K} \right)$$

A factor $K$ relates both capacitor currents, which is equal to 1 only when $C_{v} = C_{o}^{*}$. Thus, achieving parallel capacitance compensation and reducing the QCM circuit to $R_{m}$ only at *MSRF*. Total compensation is identified as the point of minimum $AGC$ gain for a given operating condition \[[@B9-sensors-17-02799]\]. Once $C_{o}^{*}$ is compensated, the circuit reduces to a simple voltage divider at *MSRF*, consisting of the AGC (*with known gain* $\alpha_{v}$), a load resistor $R_{L}$ and the unknown $R_{m}$. Thus, $R_{m}$ is estimated as in Equation (15). $$R_{m} = R_{L}\left( {\alpha_{v} - 1} \right)$$

Given the inherent advantages of the QCM200 system, the manual nature of $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation may be considered as a challenging factor due to its potential calibration/drifting errors. In contrast, other methods are introduced in literature for continuous Automatic Capacitance Compensation (*ACC*). Those are discussed further down in [Section 3.2.2](#sec3dot2dot2-sensors-17-02799){ref-type="sec"}.

#### Other QCM Oscillators

Many other crystal oscillator circuits, customized for QCM applications, are presented in literature; for instance, the emitter-coupled oscillator. The basic structure of this circuit is based on cascading two common-emitter transistor amplifiers, requiring adequate buffering. The theoretical output of each stage is an inverted amplified version of its input based on the circuit structure. Thus, covering the loop-phase requirement and forcing the crystal to ideally operate at its zero-phase point, which fairly corresponds to *MSRF* for high *Q* crystals with uncompensated $C_{o}^{*}$. Yet, the QCM zero-phase point is considerably deviated from *MSRF* for highly-loaded crystals (low *Q*). Thus, oscillating at the zero-phase frequency in such case without adequate $C_{o}$ compensation may cause significant practical results misinterpretations that should be taken into account through the computing algorithm. Different versions of the design have been discussed in \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\], where a single (*OTA*) is used to replace the conventional dual-transistor circuit to enhance the control and stability of its biasing and gain, with additional improvements to the frequency selectivity of the circuit as well. A recent work introduced a compact-oscillator circuit based on a similar configuration that is adequate for in-liquid operation with embedded amplitude control function \[[@B105-sensors-17-02799]\].

Another main category of QCM oscillator circuits is based on bridge oscillators. QCM electronic interfacing systems based on standard, active and lever bridge oscillators are introduced and comprehensively discussed and evaluated in \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\]. These circuits are typically designed for the QCM to oscillate at its series (*zero-phase, low-impedance*) frequency. Different methods are also introduced for $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation in bridge oscillators. For instance, through connecting a parallel tuned inductor to the sensor \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\]. The compensation circuit diagram is presented in [Figure 16](#sensors-17-02799-f016){ref-type="fig"}a, where the inductor is tuned to produce an equal and opposite reactance to that of $C_{o}^{*}$, exactly at *MSRF*. Taking the same crystal example as before, the parallel capacitance $C_{o}^{*}$ reactance at theoretical *MSRF* is $1.573\ k\mathrm{\Omega}$. Then, a parallel inductor value of $L_{v} = \frac{X_{MSRF}}{2\pi f_{MRSF}} = 49.51~\text{µ}H$ is required to achieve complete $C_{o}^{*}~$ compensation. [Figure 16](#sensors-17-02799-f016){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates the compensation curve, where the compensated QCM collective impedance approaches that of the series motional arm $Z_{m}$ exactly at $MSRF$. Yet, the compensation inductance *L~v~* calculation is not straightforward, especially when $C_{o}^{*}$ and true $MSRF$ values are not precisely known a priori, thus, practical tuning and calibration may be required for the given operating point. In addition, passive compensation techniques, using $L_{v}$ or $C_{v}$ as in the *QCM200* system, are limited to a single frequency compensation per-tune. That is, the passive component value ($L_{v}$ or $C_{v}$) needs to be manually adjusted, corresponding to each MSRF variation for optimal performance, adding more complexity to the system operation.

Overall, QCM oscillators are widely used for characterization in gas and liquid phase applications, under different damping conditions. Most of their shortcomings can be compensated through appropriate design and control techniques. Their low-cost and compact circuitry, with the wide design variety that fits different applications, makes them a preferred choice for many QCM applications that aim at studying deposited films and liquids properties.

### 3.2.2. Controlled (Lock-In) Based Oscillators {#sec3dot2dot2-sensors-17-02799}

PLL based characterization systems for QCM resonators maintain the oscillator circuits low-integration cost, while providing more accurate results through automatic *MSRF* tracking. That is, the QCM does not operate as the frequency determining component within a self-oscillating circuit in this case, rather, it is driven by an external oscillator that locks to its resonance frequency. Several systems based on the '*lock-in'* concept are introduced in literature and can be divided into two main subcategories as in [Figure 13](#sensors-17-02799-f013){ref-type="fig"}b. (1) *MSRF* tracking through locking to the zero-phase point. (2) *MSRF* tracking through maximum conductance point. The first type requires adequate $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation under highly-damped operating conditions, in order for the controlled oscillator, typically a VCO, to drive the mechanical resonator at its *MSRF*. In contrast, parallel capacitance compensation is unnecessary for lock-in systems that are based on maximum conductance point tracking since this point is independent of $C_{o}^{*}$ and is determined solely through the resonator's motional arm components \[[@B106-sensors-17-02799]\].

#### Zero-Phase Lock-In Circuits

First, PLL systems based on manual capacitance compensation are discussed. An integrated zero-phase lock-in system of this type, presented in \[[@B107-sensors-17-02799]\], is shown in [Figure 17](#sensors-17-02799-f017){ref-type="fig"}. The compensation technique is similar, in essence, to that adopted for $QCM200$ and $Bridge~Oscillator$. The compensation circuit ($\lambda_{2}$) depends on the adjustable $\xi = R_{c2}/R_{c1}$ ratio, which controls the current injected through $~C_{v}$. Compensation terms are illustrated through the system's output/input transfer function in Equation (16a). $$\frac{V_{o}\left( s \right)}{V_{i}\left( s \right)} = \frac{\left( {s^{2}L_{m}C_{m} + sR_{m}C_{m} + 1} \right)~sR_{f}\left( {C_{o} - \xi C_{v}} \right) - sR_{f}C_{m}}{s^{2}L_{m}C_{m} + s\left( {R_{m} - R_{f}} \right)C_{m} + 1 + \left( {s^{2}L_{m}C_{m} + sR_{m}C_{m} + 1} \right)sR_{f}\left( {C_{o}^{*} - \xi C_{v}} \right)}$$

If $\xi$ is adjusted so that $\xi C_{v} = C_{o}$, then complete compensation is achieved and the system transfer function reduces to Equation (16b), clearly indicating no parasitic capacitance effect on the system response. $$\frac{V_{o}\left( s \right)}{V_{i}\left( s \right)} = \frac{sR_{f}C_{m}}{s^{2}L_{m}C_{m} + s\left( {R_{m} - R_{f}} \right)C_{m} + 1}$$

This also has the advantage of effective quality factor improvability through its current-to-voltage ($\lambda_{3}$) and motional current feedback ($\lambda_{4}$) blocks. That is, the adjustable feedback resistor $R_{f}$, controlling the $I - V$ block gain, can be tuned to control the effective *Q* after compensating for $C_{o}^{*}$ as in Equation (17). Yet $R_{f}$ should not be set very close to $R_{m}$ to avoid virtual negative damping and noise accumulation \[[@B107-sensors-17-02799]\]. $$Q_{eff} = \frac{\omega_{MSRF}L_{m}}{R_{m} - R_{f}}$$

Consequently, the resonator is driven by its programmable lock-in amplifier block ($\lambda_{5}$) to its zero-phase frequency (*MSRF*) once $C_{o}^{*}$ is effectively compensated. Practical implementation is also carried out in \[[@B107-sensors-17-02799]\], with satisfactory results. Yet and although the system accurately locks to and tracks its true *MSRF*, it still requires manual tuning of the compensating parameters. The manual tuning process may be inadequate in applications with variable $C_{o}^{*}$ due to medium properties/temperature. High-resolution digitally-controlled potentiometers may be used to replace $R_{c2}$, with automatic adjustment functionality embedded into the system controlling algorithm for simultaneous tracking/compensation action.

Another PLL system based on manual $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation is presented in \[[@B76-sensors-17-02799]\]. The QCM resonator is simultaneously interrogated through two resonance harmonics, namely, the fundamental and third overtone. Two independent PLL oscillators are used for tracking both modes (i.e., each PLL locks-in to its respective harmonic). The developed system is switchless and outputs four signals corresponding to the fundamental and third overtone *MSRFs*, in addition to their motional resistances as in [Figure 8](#sensors-17-02799-f008){ref-type="fig"}. Enhanced sensing capabilities are achieved through the system's dual-frequency operation, thus increasing the correlated information.

On the other hand, the system introduced in \[[@B88-sensors-17-02799],[@B108-sensors-17-02799]\] is a good example of *ACC-based MSRF* tracking interface. The QCM resonator is simultaneously interrogated at two different frequencies: one of them being a fixed high-frequency signal ($f_{H}$), selected \~4 times higher than the QCM fundamental frequency, where the resonator response is mainly dominated by $X_{C_{o}}$. Parallel capacitance compensation PLL is controlled through $f_{H}$ signals. The other interrogating frequency is based on a VCO output that sweeps the resonator's fundamental resonance region ($f_{L}$) and is responsible for *MSRF* tracking. Both frequencies are added at the circuit input to form the $V_{HL}$ signal for simultaneous interrogation. The complete system's electronic interface is shown in [Figure 18](#sensors-17-02799-f018){ref-type="fig"}.

The QCM resonator is interrogated by the conditioned $\alpha V_{HL}$ signal and the response is processed through the non-inverting amplifiers $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$. The amplifiers are selected with high bandwidth to pass the superimposed $f_{L}$ and $f_{H}$ signals without significant attenuation. $A_{1}$ buffers its input as $V_{1HL} = \psi V_{HL}$, where $\psi$ is the voltage-divider ratio $R_{2}/\left( {R1 + R2} \right)$. $V_{2HL}$, on the other hand, is obtained as in Equation (18). $$V_{2HL} = V_{1HL}\left( {1 + R_{v}Y_{m} + j\omega R_{v}\left( {C_{o}^{*} - C_{c}} \right)} \right)$$

This signal is considered as the system's cornerstone, containing the relevant capacitor compensation and *MSRF* tracking information at both frequencies. $Y_{s} = G_{s} + jB_{s}$ is the motional arm admittance and $C_{c} = C_{v}\left( \frac{V_{c}}{\psi - 1} \right)$. As stated, $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation is performed at the fixed higher frequency $f_{H}$. Thus, passing $V_{1HL}~{and}~V_{2HL}$ signals through HPFs with adequate cutoff frequency to filter out $f_{L}$, corresponding to cancelling the $R_{v}Y_{m}$ term from Equation (18) since the motional admittance at $f_{H}$ is essentially zero. Consequently, the filtered $V_{2H}$ and $V_{1H}$ relation and phase difference may be obtained as in Equation (19). $$V_{2H} = V_{1H}\left( {1 + j\omega_{H}R_{v}\left( {C_{o}^{*} - C_{c}} \right)} \right)$$ $$\phi_{H21} = \tan^{- 1}(\omega_{H}R_{v}\left( {C_{o}^{*} - C_{c}} \right))$$ $C_{o}^{*}$ is fully compensated when $C_{o}^{*} - C_{c} = 0$, which is achieved at $\phi_{H21} = 0$. The Phase-Frequency Detector (*PFD*) output is proportional to $\phi_{H21}$ and drives a difference amplifier *DA~2~* that controls the integrator $I_{2}$ and its output. That is, when $\phi_{H21} = 0$, the integrator outputs a steady DC signal that maintains a constant $V_{c}$ to continuously preserve $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation. From here, the $j\omega R_{v}\left( {C_{o}^{*} - C_{c}} \right)$ term from Equation (18) is cancelled due to $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation. $V_{1HL}~and~V_{2HL}$ are passed through LPFs to cancel $f_{H}$ and the equation reduces as in Equation (20a), with $\phi_{L21}$ relation expressed in Equation (20b). $$V_{2L} = V_{1L}\left( {1 + R_{v}\left( {G_{m} + jB_{m}} \right)} \right)$$ $$\phi_{L21} = {tan}^{- 1}\left( \frac{R_{v}B_{m}}{1 + R_{v}G_{m}} \right)$$

Similarly, $\phi_{L21} = 0$ only when $B_{m} = 0$ (i.e., at maximum conductance frequency MSRF). Integrator $I_{1}$ zero input in this case corresponds to a constant DC output, driving the VCO at *MSRF* and achieving simultaneous *ACC* and *MSRF* tracking. In addition, Equation (20a) is reduced at resonance to $V_{2L} = V_{1L}\left( {1 + \left( {R_{v}/R_{m}} \right)} \right)$. Thus, $V_{1L}$ and $V_{2L}$ signals may be used as in [Figure 18](#sensors-17-02799-f018){ref-type="fig"} to produce a signal indicative of $R_{m}$ and the sensor damping at *MSRF*.

Similar PLL based systems for QCM characterization are also discussed in \[[@B63-sensors-17-02799]\], including ACC systems similar to the one just described, where capacitance compensation is performed at lower frequencies (e.g., 50 kHz), rather than resonance multiples to avoid amplifiers mismatches at higher frequencies. The sensor response is also highly capacitive for 50 kHz interrogation. Yet, circuit terminology for $f_{L}~{and}~f_{H}$ are exchanged for the modified circuit.

Another automatic PLL system for MSRF tracking is presented in \[[@B91-sensors-17-02799]\]. The system utilizes a 4-channel DDS for sensor excitation through a numerically controlled oscillator, allowing for simultaneous measurements of up to three different frequencies for enhanced sensitivity through overtones interrogation. Also, the PLL algorithm is mostly executed in the digital domain, thus reducing the required analog electronics (i.e., multipliers and PFDs). Accordingly, the system also has an inherent ACC capability in a similar fashion to that described earlier \[[@B91-sensors-17-02799]\].

Finally, practical implementations of the abovementioned ACC circuits showed good MSRF tracking results. However, slight deviations were observed when compared to results obtained using impedance analyzers due to the ACC circuit components non-idealities. Thus, it is essential to use highly stable components for such circuits \[[@B109-sensors-17-02799]\].

#### Maximum Conductance Lock-In Circuits

A different way of looking into the PLL QCM characterization is through maximum conductance frequency tracking. A circuit developed for *MSRF* tracking through this technique is presented in \[[@B106-sensors-17-02799]\]. The instrumentation circuit is composed of a sensing unit to identify the conductance at the interrogation frequency and a control unit to track and lock-to the frequency corresponding to the maximum conductance point. The system is shown in [Figure 19](#sensors-17-02799-f019){ref-type="fig"}, where the VCO output ($u_{s}$) interrogates the sensor through a current probe to get a responsive signal of the sensor current at interrogating frequency ($u_{p}$) as in Equation (21a). The VCO and QCM voltages are then multiplied and passed through a LPF to get a signal $V_{G}$, that is proportional to the QCM admittance phase angle as in Equation (21b). That is, the DC cosine term multiplication simulates obtaining the real admittance part (i.e., conductance). Thus, the conductance signal is maximized at $\phi = 0$, without a practical need for $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation. $$u_{s}\cos\left( {\omega t} \right) \cdot u_{p}\cos\left( {\omega t + \phi} \right) = \frac{u_{s}u_{p}}{2}\left\lbrack {\cos\left( {- \phi} \right) + \cos\left( {2\omega t + \phi} \right)} \right\rbrack$$ $$V_{G} = \frac{u_{s}u_{p}}{2}\cos\left( {- \phi} \right) \propto G$$

In order to track the maximum of $V_{G}$, the sensor unit is connected as part of an integrated control circuit, where a synchronous detector composed of a multiplier and another LPF is used and the conductance signal $V_{G}$ is frequency modulated through a low-frequency signal $u_{m}$. The filter output is fed-back to the system through an integrator and added to $u_{m}$, forming the VCO control signal ($u_{c}$) and interrogating the sensor through both carrier and sweeping, modulating, signals.

The conduction peak detection methodology through modulated $V_{G}$ is depicted in [Figure 20](#sensors-17-02799-f020){ref-type="fig"}. The logic here is that the induced *FM* variations to $V_{G}$ are either in phase or out of phase compared to the modulation signal $u_{m}$ itself, resulting into a non-zero value for the control input *H*. That is, if the VCO output frequency $f_{v} < MSRF$, then the induced FM variations to $V_{G}$ amplitude are in-phase with $u_{m}$ and the opposite is true for $f_{v} > MSRF$. Eventually, the induced variations to $V_{G}$ vanish when the peak conductance point is reached through the controller, indicating a successful lock-in action to *MSRF*.

The selection of appropriate VCO for the application is essential for adequate operation. That is, the conductance peak flatness for low $Q$ systems require a VCO with higher resolutions to avoid false peak detection. For that, crystal type VCO may be used. However, with the drawback of the limited dynamic frequency range \[[@B106-sensors-17-02799]\].

3.3. Exponential Decay Based Characterization {#sec3dot3-sensors-17-02799}
---------------------------------------------

Another widespread QCM characterization technique is based on simultaneous measurements of the sensor's resonance frequency and dissipation factor (quality factor reciprocal, $D = 1/Q$). The technique was first introduced in 1995 \[[@B110-sensors-17-02799]\] and expanded in 1996 through \[[@B3-sensors-17-02799],[@B64-sensors-17-02799],[@B111-sensors-17-02799]\], patented and commercialized into *Q-Sense* instruments later that year \[[@B112-sensors-17-02799],[@B113-sensors-17-02799]\]. The characterization technique is widely termed as '*Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring, QCM-D.'* The simultaneous $f$ and $D$ acquirement as two variables, providing independent characterization details for the adlayer's mass (*f*) and viscoelastic properties---rigidity (*D*), has allowed for a significant expansion to *QCM* applications spectrum, especially in biological fields \[[@B66-sensors-17-02799]\].

### 3.3.1. Conventional Exponential Decay Technique {#sec3dot3dot1-sensors-17-02799}

The basic operating principle of this technique relies on passively interrogating the resonator with a signal whose frequency is close to its resonance and disconnecting the source. Thus, causing the excited crystal response to decay exponentially, in a similar manner to a 2nd order *RLC* system as in Equation (22). $$u\left( t \right) = U_{o}e^{- \frac{t}{\tau}}~\sin\left( {2\pi ft + \phi} \right)$$ where $U_{o}$ is the initial oscillations amplitude and $A$ may refer to voltage or current signals, based on the activated series/parallel mode \[[@B111-sensors-17-02799]\] and $\tau$ is defined as the decay time constant. Consequently, it is not essential for the excitation frequency $f_{exc}$ to be equal to the sensor's *MSRF* as it is not known a priori. Yet, the oscillations amplitude $A_{o}$ is increased as $f_{exc}$ approaches resonance, which is advantageous in terms of enhancing measurements resolution \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\]. The experimental setup can be modified to excite the sensor at its motional series resonance frequency (i.e., MSRF), or parallel resonance frequency. An equivalent setup for both operating modes is illustrated in [Figure 21](#sensors-17-02799-f021){ref-type="fig"}.

For series mode, the switching parameter *s* is set to 1*,* thus shorting the QCM crystal and its parallel capacitance and effectively reducing the equivalent circuit to its motional branch only. Once the exciting source is disconnected, the decaying crystal's short circuit current is measured through the current probe (*I-V converter*). The converted signal is passed through an ADC, where the experimental data is digitally processed and numerically fit based on Equation (22) to extract the oscillation frequency $f$ and dissipation factor $D$, where the dissipation factor is obtained through the fitting parameters as in Equation (23). $$D = \frac{E_{dissipated}}{2\pi E_{stored}} = \frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{\pi f\tau}$$ $E_{dissipated}$ and $E_{stored}$ are the dissipated and stored energies per oscillation, respectively. Consequently, the *MSRF* is estimated as in Equation (24). $$MSRF \approx \frac{f}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{\left( {2Q} \right)^{2}}}}$$

As for the parallel resonance frequency measurement, then the sensor is disconnected from the interrogating source, with $s = 0$ in [Figure 21](#sensors-17-02799-f021){ref-type="fig"} and left to oscillate freely without shorting its terminals as in the previous case. The sensor's equivalent circuit thus maintains $C_{o}$ effect and the extracted frequency resembles parallel resonance \[[@B111-sensors-17-02799]\], given that such measurement is essential for some applications (e.g., assessing liquids conductivity) \[[@B64-sensors-17-02799],[@B111-sensors-17-02799]\]. QCM-D based setups are advantageous in terms of their reported accuracy and reduced cost compared to conventional network analysis platforms, while requiring high-quality components for accurate measurements. Generally, QCM-D based analysis are more suitable for lab environments through their relevant products \[[@B39-sensors-17-02799]\].

Accordingly, the introduced concept also allows for sensor characterization at multiple odd harmonics \[[@B48-sensors-17-02799]\], where some improvements were introduced to the original setup in the research group's later works, where two interrogating signals were simultaneously used, driving the resonator at two different harmonic overtones. Namely, one frequency maintains a similar measurement to that described earlier by measuring $f$ and $D$ at a specific resonance harmonic (*probe mode*); whereas the other frequency signal is used to continuously excite the QCM sensor at another harmonic (*actuator mode*), with variable driving amplitudes to simultaneously influence surface binding reactions and study the effects of sensor's surface shear oscillations influence on the adsorption kinetics. Appropriate filtering is utilized to separate the responses readouts from both harmonics (i.e., either HPF or LPF depending on the utilized interrogating harmonics) \[[@B48-sensors-17-02799]\]. Accordingly, typical QCM-D systems are reported to be operational with harmonic overtones up to 70 MHz \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B78-sensors-17-02799]\].

### 3.3.2. Contactless QCM-D Based Systems {#sec3dot3dot2-sensors-17-02799}

The repetitive excitation/decay nature of this technique attracted researchers' attention to expand its application into wireless-contactless systems, based on electrical transformers action. Contactless interrogation may be useful for many in-situ applications under different operating conditions in gas or liquid phase, especially when electrical wirings are not allowed (e.g., sealed environments, food packages quality monitoring) \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\]. Subsequently, two main wireless *QCM-D* interrogation categories are identified from literature, namely, through operating the crystal either with or without its metal electrodes.

Recent works proposed contactless based QCM-D system, maintaining the metallic electrodes \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799],[@B115-sensors-17-02799],[@B116-sensors-17-02799]\]. The experimental setup from \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\] is depicted in [Figure 22](#sensors-17-02799-f022){ref-type="fig"}, where the excitation signal $f_{exc}$ is connected to the primary coil ($L_{1}$) of an isolated transformer. The QCM resonator, on the other hand, is connected across the secondary coil ($L_{2}$). Once $f_{exc}$ is disconnected, the resonator engages in a similar exponential decay to that explained earlier, which is transferred to the read-out circuit and digital interface through the transformer coils.

The system response was found to be independent, to the first degree, of the interrogating distance between the transformer windings and stable operation was observed experimentally with up to 20 mm separating the coils. That is, increasing the distance mainly reduces the oscillation amplitude, whereas the critical information is independently carried through frequency.

It is important to note that connecting the QCM resonator across a non-ideal inductor, even with a small value, influences the detected frequencies. Yet, the authors of \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\] presented an approximation-based closed form solution for estimating the system's complex resonance frequencies, representing both the mechanical crystal frequency $(\omega_{mu})$ and the electrical resonance $(\omega_{eu})$ arising from the parallel $L_{2}C_{o}$ pair. Such approximation is held accurate only for lightly damped/undamped resonators, as it assumes decoupled electrical ($L_{2}C_{o}$) and mechanical ($QCM$) systems, unlike the real case in [Figure 22](#sensors-17-02799-f022){ref-type="fig"}, since the resonator is physically connected to the transformer's secondary winding. Both systems parameters are obtained through solving a 4th order characteristic equation for the approximated undamped system as in Equation (25). The interconnected influence of both mechanical/electrical systems is evident from the solutions obtained in Equation (26). $$D\left( s \right) \approx L_{m}C_{m}L_{2}C_{o}\left( {s^{4} + \left( {\frac{1}{L_{m}C_{m}} + \frac{1}{L_{2}C_{o}} + \frac{1}{L_{m}C_{o}}} \right)s^{2} + \frac{1}{L_{m}C_{m}L_{2}C_{o}}} \right)$$ $$\omega_{mu} = \left\lbrack \frac{\left( {\omega_{MSRF}^{2} + \omega_{eo}^{2} + \delta\omega^{2}} \right) + \sqrt{\left( {\omega_{MSRF}^{2} + \omega_{eo}^{2} + \delta\omega^{2}} \right) - 4\omega_{MSRF}^{2}\omega_{eo}^{2}}~}{2} \right\rbrack^{1/2}$$ $$\omega_{eu} = \left\lbrack \frac{\left( {\omega_{MSRF}^{2} + \omega_{eo}^{2} + \delta\omega^{2}} \right) - \sqrt{\left( {\omega_{MSRF}^{2} + \omega_{eo}^{2} + \delta\omega^{2}} \right) - 4\omega_{MSRF}^{2}\omega_{eo}^{2}}~}{2} \right\rbrack^{1/2}$$ where $\omega_{eo} = \left( {L_{2}C_{o}} \right)^{- 1/2}$ and $\delta\omega = \left( {L_{m}C_{o}} \right)^{- 1/2}$. Accordingly, the valid assumption that $X_{L2} \ll X_{Co}$ at resonance, given that $L_{2}$ has a typical value within few µH, reduces the expressions in Equation (26) through Taylor series approximation as in Equation (27), where the terms $L_{2}/L_{m}$ are also practically negligible since $L_{m}$ is typically larger than $L_{2}$ within three orders of magnitude. $$\omega_{mu} \approx \omega_{MSRF}~\left( {1 - \frac{1}{2}\frac{L_{2}}{L_{m}}} \right)$$ $$\omega_{eu} \approx \omega_{e_{o}}~\left( {1 + \frac{1}{2}\frac{L_{2}}{L_{m}}} \right)$$

Eventually, the practical readout frequency may thus be approximated to $\omega_{MSRF}$, based on the given assumptions. These approximations validity is verified and compared through simulations and found to be in good agreement under the undamped assumption. Practical validation was also presented through utilizing the contactless setup for measuring resonance frequency in \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\] and previously in \[[@B115-sensors-17-02799],[@B116-sensors-17-02799]\] using similar experimental setups, in addition to quality factor tracking based on autocorrelation techniques. Collectively, the presented works in \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799],[@B115-sensors-17-02799],[@B116-sensors-17-02799]\] successfully demonstrate contactless operation of a QCM-D system and may be expanded to include further enhancements for robust operation under different conditions, especially given the setup contactless advantages compared to others reported in literature. However, it should be emphasized that its given predictions are based on undamped/lightly-damped operating conditions (i.e., gas-phase, dry applications). In contrast, such approximations may cause significant variations in practical results vs. theoretical predictions for highly-damped in-liquid applications, when *MSRF* tracking is required.

On the other hand, electrodeless QCM-D based systems are also recently reported in the literature. The electrodeless crystal configuration significantly boosts its sensitivity and limits of detection \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799]\], in addition to overcoming the metallic electrode's biotoxicity to certain bioactive coating films by directly applying them to the bare crystal. QCM-D is advantageous for such films to assess their real-time viscoelastic changes through dissipation monitoring. Several electrodeless QCM characterization systems are reported in the literature \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799],[@B43-sensors-17-02799],[@B44-sensors-17-02799],[@B45-sensors-17-02799],[@B46-sensors-17-02799]\]. The work presented in \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799]\] utilizes a bare-crystal separately placed in a test chamber. An interrogating signal is radiated through *RF* coil to the crystal. Once the source is turned off, the interrogated signal follows the exponential decay response, which is wirelessly detected by the receiving *RF* coil. The received signal is conditioned, amplified and processed for $f$ and $D$ extraction. For the reported work, an interrogation distance of 3 mm was achieved, allowing to place the bare crystal in closed environments for characterization \[[@B42-sensors-17-02799]\]. Another inherent advantage for the electrodeless setup is the parallel plates capacitance $C_{o}$ absence and thus minimizing the interference with *MSRF* determination. Also, the system is tested under harmonic overtones interrogation conditions, where the measuring sensitivity is tripled at 3rd harmonic, using the same crystal. Thus, enhanced sensitivities may be adequately achieved with non-contact configurations at higher-order harmonics, while providing adequate noise-control \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\].

3.4. Phase-Shift Based Characterization {#sec3dot4-sensors-17-02799}
---------------------------------------

Enhancing the experimental QCM sensitivity and limits of detection have always been regarded by researchers as main design challenges, especially for applications requiring high-resolution measurements, where frequency shifts of tiny orders are expected. In contrast, Equation (1) predicts a direct proportionality between resonance frequency and sensitivity. Yet, this relation is not a straightforward, especially when such resonator is implemented within conventional QCM oscillator circuits. That is, the elevated resonance frequency increases the circuit phase-noise and negatively affects its output signal-to-noise ratio (*SNR*) and limits its operation limits \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\]. On the other hand, utilizing conventional impedance analyzers is not always feasible due to their high cost and large physical dimensions; whereas QCM-D based systems are also reported to have practical limitations near their limit of detection. Alternatively, the presented characterization technique in this section was shown to overcome the aforementioned practical limitations. The concept of QCM phase-shift based characterization was introduced and patented in the late 1990s \[[@B117-sensors-17-02799]\]. The underlying concept is to interrogate the resonator with a constant, very stable external frequency source and measure the load induced phase-shift at the output. This characterization technique is advantageous compared to conventional oscillators, for instance, in terms of its provided level of stability, sensitivity and resolution, while maintaining a minimal influence of external circuit components. The concept was later expanded by different research groups and experimentally tested under various operating conditions to validate its robustness \[[@B17-sensors-17-02799],[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799],[@B118-sensors-17-02799],[@B119-sensors-17-02799]\].

An elegant mathematical expression linking the coated surface mass density variations $\left( {\mathsf{\Delta}m_{c}} \right)$ to detectable resonator's phase shift ($\mathsf{\Delta}\phi$) through the equivalent surface mass density of the contacting liquid ($m_{L})$ is derived and presented in \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\], where it defines a mathematical base to the phase-mass characterization concept as in Equation (28). $$\mathsf{\Delta}\phi~\left( {rad} \right) \approx - \frac{\mathsf{\Delta}m_{c}}{m_{L}}$$

Consequently, accurate implementation of Equation (28) requires a stable and adequate electronic interfacing circuit. The setup adopted in \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\] is based on the generalized diagram depicted in [Figure 23](#sensors-17-02799-f023){ref-type="fig"}. A stable passive interrogation source with a frequency $f_{t}$ (*around resonance*) is connected to the resonator through a voltage divider element $R_{t}$ and the sensor response is mixed with the source signal and passed through a LPF, generating a DC output that is proportional to resonator induced phase-shifts. The mixing-filtering technique is mathematically similar to that explained previously in the maximum conductance lock-in section.

The actual circuit used for implementing the phase-mass technique is shown in [Figure 24](#sensors-17-02799-f024){ref-type="fig"}. This experimental setup has been recently patented \[[@B120-sensors-17-02799]\], where different versions of this circuit with slight variations are presented in different works done by the research group \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799],[@B118-sensors-17-02799],[@B121-sensors-17-02799]\]. The one presented here is generalized to fully explain the operating principle. The circuit is based on a similar setup to that in [Figure 23](#sensors-17-02799-f023){ref-type="fig"}, consisting of two parallel branches representing the reference interrogating signal $u_{1}$ and the resonator response signal $u_{2}$.

The implemented mixer/LPF block in \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\] is based on *AD8302 IC* from Analog Devices, which measures small phase-shifts around 90° between its input signals (i.e., the phase-detector response is centered around 90°). Thus, the input $f_{t}$ is passed through $R_{i}C_{i}$ phase-shifting networks, which are coherently designed around the resonator's resonance to obtain two orthogonal signals with similar amplitudes. The first buffering stage is included to eliminate loading effects between the input and calibration stages, where the utilized op-amps needs to be carefully selected with a sufficient unity-gain bandwidth (e.g., 100 MHz op-amps were selected in \[[@B118-sensors-17-02799]\] for a 10 MHz crystal). Calibration & sensing stage consists of voltage divider networks at both reference and sensing branches. The reference network components $R_{c}$ and $C_{c}$ resemble the sensor BVD model under resonance (i.e., their values are selected to match $R_{m}$ and $C_{o}$ under the expected operating conditions).

The *IC-AD8302* block is also integrated with a block *'P(dB)'* that provides an output signal proportional to $u_{1}/u_{2}$ decibel ratio. Additional amplifiers are added at the *IC* output with reference voltages $V_{ref}{}_{\phi} = V_{ref}{}_{A} = 900~{mV}$ to center their offset and obtain $u_{\phi} = u_{A} = 0$ at $90{^\circ}$ phase-shift and unity $u_{1}/u_{2}$ ratio, respectively, providing an easier calibration reference. That is, when *QCM* model is resembled through matching $R_{m} = R_{c}$ and $C_{o} = C_{c}$, the reference and sensing branches outputs are identical and shifted by $90{^\circ}$, thus producing zero $u_{\phi}$ and $u_{A}$ outputs.

Consequent loading of the *QCM* resonator results into varying the output signals, which is correlated to the phase-shift between $u_{2}$ and $u_{1}$, the corresponding shift $\mathsf{\Delta}\left( {\phi_{u_{2}} - \phi_{u_{1}}} \right)$ is mathematically related to interacting mass variations through Equation (29a), where Equation (28) is substituted there to obtain the final approximation as in Equation (29b). $$\mathsf{\Delta}\left( {\phi_{u_{2}} - \phi_{u_{1}}} \right) \approx \mathsf{\Delta}\phi\left( \frac{R_{t}}{R_{t} + R_{s}^{T}} \right)$$ $$\mathsf{\Delta}\left( {\phi_{u_{2}} - \phi_{u_{1}}} \right) \approx - \frac{\mathsf{\Delta}m_{c}}{m_{L}}\left( \frac{R_{t}}{R_{t} + R_{s}^{T}} \right)$$

From Equation (29), one can notice that setting $R_{t} \gg R_{m}$ further simplifies the equation by approximating its resistive part to 1. Yet, it is not advised for the ratio to exceed $R_{t} = 10R_{liq}$ in order to maintain adequate output resolution for the voltage divider network \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\]. Accordingly, the signal processing and control unit, implemented through FPGA based system in \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\], is used to adjust the numeric control oscillator (*NCO*) output $f_{t}$ around resonance following $u_{\phi}$ and $u_{A}$ feedback, when required. *NCO*'s output is filtered and amplified to maintain a noise-free sinusoidal input. The reference frequency signal is set through an oven controlled crystal oscillator (*OCXO*), with very stable frequency output and minimal phase noise to increase the system level of detection.

The presented setup has been experimentally validated for an immunosensor application in \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799]\] and compared to classical frequency-mass characterization, using a balanced-bridge oscillator, in terms of sensitivity \[[@B118-sensors-17-02799]\]. For a 10 MHz QCM crystal, the phase-mass sensitivity was found to experimentally be 3 times better than that achieved through the bridge oscillator circuit, projecting a much higher expected sensitivity improvement when crystals with higher fundamental frequencies are used, based on the phase-noise problem associated with high-frequency oscillator circuits, as discussed above. The setup has also been tested with HFF-QCM resonators in \[[@B119-sensors-17-02799]\] for immunosensor applications, where 50 MHz and 100 MHz crystals are used. Higher sensitivity was reported through the 100 MHz crystal, compared to 50 MHz and conventional 10 MHz crystals, with $0.14\ \mathsf{\mu}g \cdot L^{- 1},\ 0.23\ \mathsf{\mu}g \cdot L^{- 1}\ {and}\ 4.00\ \mathsf{\mu}g \cdot L^{- 1}$ limits of detection, respectively. Similar experimental setup was also successfully used to characterize Love-wave immunosensors in \[[@B122-sensors-17-02799]\], indicating its adaptability and robustness for various applications.

4. High Temperature Applications Design Considerations {#sec4-sensors-17-02799}
======================================================

4.1. High-Temperature QCM Based Systems {#sec4dot1-sensors-17-02799}
---------------------------------------

AT-cut quartz are widely employed for manufacturing QCM sensors due to their extremely good mechanical and temperature stability within 10--50 °C range as discussed earlier, given that the majority of QCM applications operate within this range (i.e., around the zero-temperature coefficient spectrum). However, other applications require operating the microbalance sensor at elevated temperatures, such as assessing the thermal stability of viscous fluids \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799]\], in addition to high temperature controlled thin-film Atomic Layer Deposition (*ALD*) \[[@B11-sensors-17-02799],[@B56-sensors-17-02799]\].

Consequently, the utilization of AT-cut quartz crystals at high temperatures causes significant frequency drifts influenced by the increased operating temperature \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799]\]. Several compensation techniques were introduced over time to separate the temperature-induced frequency variations from those caused by actual sensor loading. For instance, the use of dual-resonator setup is experimentally verified in \[[@B11-sensors-17-02799],[@B15-sensors-17-02799]\] through exposing two identical resonators to the same temperature conditions, while only exposing one of them to the actual testing environment and physically isolating the other, reference resonator, to limit its detected frequency shifts to temperature variations and prevent film growth on its surface. Thus, establishing a temperature-frequency baseline. The subtraction of both resonators frequency output signals results in a compensated signal that, ideally, represents the surface interactions of the non-isolated resonator. The presented methodology proved an experimentally adequate operation up to 565 °C in \[[@B15-sensors-17-02799]\] and 500 °C in \[[@B11-sensors-17-02799]\].

In contrast, the use of mathematical models to compensate the temperature-frequency drifts is discussed in \[[@B11-sensors-17-02799]\] and compared to the dual-resonator technique. That is, the baseline set earlier through a reference oscillator is set mathematically instead through a polynomial equation, typically of 3rd order, of the form indicated in Equation (30). $$\Delta F_{T} = a_{3}T^{3} + a_{2}T^{2} + a_{1}T + a_{0}$$

The constants $a_{0} - a_{3}$ are temperature coefficients that are dependent on the crystal cut and properties \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799]\], $T$ is the operating temperature and $\Delta F_{T}$ is the modeled temperature-induced frequency variation. Comparatively good results to those obtained by the dual-resonators system are produced through the model based technique in \[[@B11-sensors-17-02799]\]. Clearly, utilizing the latter technique is advantageous in terms of minimizing the experimental system size and cost by using one resonator only, in addition to overcoming the complexities associated to the reference oscillator isolation. Model-based compensating techniques are also employed for liquid-phase in \[[@B123-sensors-17-02799]\] for determining the state-of-charge of lead acid batteries, while neutralizing electrolyte temperature variations during charging/discharging process.

The aforementioned compensation techniques are meant for adjusting frequency measurements, without addressing the implicit variations in terms of the resonator's quality factor and BVD parameters, proportional to temperature, from an electrical point of view. Practically, *Q* is found to deteriorate with increasing temperature, such variations are negligible under normal operating conditions within the range of $30–160~{^\circ}C$ as reported in \[[@B124-sensors-17-02799]\] and supported by the results presented in \[[@B10-sensors-17-02799],[@B56-sensors-17-02799]\]. Yet, extending the operating temperature further beyond $300~{^\circ}C$ and near the reported limit point of $565~{^\circ}C$ significantly deteriorates $Q$ and increases $R_{m}$ (i.e., imposing similar experimental effect to that experienced through highly-viscous loading) and necessitating similar experimental considerations for the electronics interfacing circuits design under such harsh operating conditions, such as adequate $C_{o}$ compensation for oscillator circuits.

Eventually, quartz crystal use as piezoelectric resonators is only limited to their phase-transition, Curie-temperature of $573~{^\circ}C$, taking into account that operating QCM resonators near that limit is not recommended given their exponentially increasing temperature coefficient \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799]\]. That is, other piezoelectric crystals with similar sensing properties and higher phase-transition temperatures are more adequate for such applications, maintaining higher mechanical stability and enhanced performance.

4.2. High-Temperature Quartz-Alternatives Crystals {#sec4dot2-sensors-17-02799}
--------------------------------------------------

Several piezoelectric crystals exhibiting high phase-transition temperatures are used for microbalance applications, mainly, the $GaPO_{4}$ (*GCM*) and more recently, the *langasite (LCM) crystals* \[[@B59-sensors-17-02799],[@B125-sensors-17-02799],[@B126-sensors-17-02799]\]. GCM sensors exhibit irreversible phase-transition around $920\ {^\circ}C$, compared to $\sim 1500\ {^\circ}C$ for LCM resonators \[[@B59-sensors-17-02799]\]. Yet, it is reported that GCM crystals operating above $750~{^\circ}C$ exhibit significant *Q* reductions \[[@B127-sensors-17-02799]\], compared to $\sim 1000~{^\circ}C$ for LCM sensors \[[@B59-sensors-17-02799]\], supporting the previous recommendation of not operating crystal close to their piezoelectric limits. Extensive practical comparison is performed between GCM and conventional QCM sensors in \[[@B53-sensors-17-02799],[@B54-sensors-17-02799],[@B56-sensors-17-02799]\], demonstrating the former superiority for high-temperature applications. Namely, the GCM motional resistance increments with increasing temperature is significantly less than that of QCM sensors, compared to sharper relative degradations at higher temperatures above $400~{^\circ}C$ in terms of GCM quality factor as reported in \[[@B56-sensors-17-02799]\], while maintaining relatively high absolute *Q* values.

In contrast, the Pt-electrodes used for commercial GCM sensors inherently require an adhesion layer that firmly attaches it to the crystal. Several materials have been investigated in literature for this purpose, including tantalum (*Ta*), zirconium (*Zr*) and titanium (*Ti*) \[[@B128-sensors-17-02799]\]. Commercial GCM sensors typically utilize a *Ti* layer, however; titanium diffusion through platinum at temperatures \~600 °C for applications involving oxide-rich environments can form oxide precipitates that affect the adhesion and thus the stability of the electrodes and the overall frequency response as a result. Thus, it is advised to verify the electrodes/adhesion compatibility with the operating environment to avoid any hard-to-detect results misinterpretations that may arise from such problems.

Commercial GCM sensors may be customized to the application requirements by setting its zero-coefficient temperature ($T_{o})$ around the expected operated range, up to $650{^\circ}$, as per the main GCM sensor supplier, *PiezoCryst* \[[@B129-sensors-17-02799]\]. That is, adjusting Equation (30) as follows. $$\Delta F_{T}\prime = \Delta F_{T}(T_{o})\lbrack a_{3}\left( {T - T_{o})^{3} + a_{2}\left( {T - T_{o}} \right)^{2} + a_{1}\left( {T - T_{o}} \right) + a_{0}} \right\rbrack$$

Yet, associated quality factor degradations around higher operating temperatures, away from the given $T_{o}$ limit for wide-temperature range applications, should be closely monitored when designing the electronic interface due to the aforementioned reasons, mainly, ensuring simultaneous mathematical and practical compensation of any temperature-induced effect.

Consequently, high-temperature microbalance applications, especially with in-situ measurements, require customized sensor holders that are capable of withstanding the harsh operating environment while adequately connecting the sensor to the rest of the readout circuit that is usually kept around room-stable temperature. Non-reactive Gold or Platinum wires are typically used to extend electrical connections as in \[[@B57-sensors-17-02799],[@B59-sensors-17-02799],[@B130-sensors-17-02799]\]. An interesting option for applications requiring customized holder designs, is based on the '*pyrophyllite*' material. This mineral, in its natural state, is easily machined to the required design shape through conventional drilling tools or Computer Numerical Control (*CNC*) machines, before being fired to elevated temperatures $~\left( {800~–1300~{^\circ}C} \right)$. The fired holder may then continuously operate at high temperatures within the given range. Pyrophyllite based holders have been successfully implemented in several high-temperature GCM applications \[[@B8-sensors-17-02799],[@B130-sensors-17-02799]\].

5. Electronic Interfacing Systems Comparison {#sec5-sensors-17-02799}
============================================

The discussed characterization techniques may be compared as follows, where [Table 1](#sensors-17-02799-t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the practical advantages and limitations of each discussed electronic interface. Overall, conventional impedance analyzers are superior in terms of their accuracy since the sensor response is interrogated in isolation of external components that may negatively affect its output, in addition to its ability to characterize the sensor at different odd harmonic overtones. Yet, such superiority is conditional in literature to other characterization alternatives such as compact impedance-based systems and oscillator circuits. Based on the operating environment and the sensor damping, parallel capacitance compensation may be pivotal for obtaining accurate results for QCM oscillator circuits, where some oscillator-based PLL systems are designed to automatically compensate for $C_{o}^{*}$ and track the motional resonance frequency. Exponential decay techniques are also considered powerful and adequate in many applications due to their simultaneous $f$ and D measuring capability at multiple overtones and have been recently expanded to include wireless sensor interrogation, which is significant for some in-situ sensing applications. On the other hand, phase-mass characterization is particularly advantageous for high-sensitivity applications when the use of high-frequency oscillating circuits is inadequate due to their amplified phase-noise and reduced SNR. This relatively new characterization technique also supports working with multisensory arrays for extended analysis spectrum.

The special design considerations/compensations discussed for high-temperature applications should also be taken into account when selecting the appropriate characterization technique. For applications involving customized sensor connections, the wiring material/lengths should be kept to a minimum to minimize $C_{ext}$ and maintain it within the compensation range of the selected setup. Finally, microbalance sensors must be handled with extreme care due to their inherently delicate structure to avoid breakage, especially when using high-temperature microbalance sensors as they are much more expensive than conventional QCMs.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-sensors-17-02799}
==============

This work presented a comprehensive review covering microbalance sensing applications based on different types of crystals, mainly QCM and GCM. The specific scope of this work was focused on reviewing the existing QCM electronic interfacing circuits and sensor characterization techniques, while identifying the advantages and disadvantages of each in terms of complexity, cost, size and reliability under various operating conditions. The reviewed systems were based on impedance analyzers, electronic oscillators including PLL-based circuits, exponential decay (QCM-D) technique, as well as the emerging phase-mass characterization. Special design considerations for high-temperature applications are also discussed in this work with appropriate compensation techniques and alternative crystals that can operate normally well beyond the quartz Curie temperature limit. Finally, the various covered systems and operating conditions by this work provide the reader with an insightful overview of the existing systems to facilitate her choice for the intended application.
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![Sample commercial GCM and QCM sensors.](sensors-17-02799-g001){#sensors-17-02799-f001}

![(**Left**) microbalance crystal diagram. (**Right**) Corresponding BVD electrical model.](sensors-17-02799-g002){#sensors-17-02799-f002}

![Impedance amplitude and phase plots around resonance frequency for a typical high quality, lightly loaded, 5 MHz crystal.](sensors-17-02799-g003){#sensors-17-02799-f003}

![Detailed BVD model of a loaded QCM crystal in liquid.](sensors-17-02799-g004){#sensors-17-02799-f004}

![Effect of damping on QCM response. (**a**) Impedance magnitude and phase responses around resonance, for a liquid-loaded, typical 5 MHz QCM crystal; (**b**) QCM admittance locus under different damping conditions.](sensors-17-02799-g005){#sensors-17-02799-f005}

![Different types of impedance-based measurement systems in literature.](sensors-17-02799-g006){#sensors-17-02799-f006}

![Impedance analyzers characterization principle in measuring BVD parameters for a typical 5 MHz QCM.](sensors-17-02799-g007){#sensors-17-02799-f007}

![Extended unloaded BVD model, including parallel harmonic overtones branches.](sensors-17-02799-g008){#sensors-17-02799-f008}

![(**Dashed**) Voltage-divider based impedance sweep circuit; (**Overall**) DSB modulated response characterization.](sensors-17-02799-g009){#sensors-17-02799-f009}

![BVD parameters estimation system from \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\] for (**a**) $C_{o}$; (**b**) $R_{m}$.](sensors-17-02799-g010){#sensors-17-02799-f010}

![Compact impedance-based characterization system from \[[@B73-sensors-17-02799]\], supporting multiplexing operation.](sensors-17-02799-g011){#sensors-17-02799-f011}

![Rapid impedance measurement compact system from \[[@B72-sensors-17-02799]\], based on DDS and PLD controller.](sensors-17-02799-g012){#sensors-17-02799-f012}

![Generic block diagrams of oscillator based QCM electronic interfacing systems: (**a**) self-oscillating modes; (**b**) PLL based MSRF tracking modes.](sensors-17-02799-g013){#sensors-17-02799-f013}

![QCM based Miller oscillator implementation, from \[[@B97-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g014){#sensors-17-02799-f014}

![QCM oscillator with parallel capacitance compensation from SRS products.](sensors-17-02799-g015){#sensors-17-02799-f015}

![Single-frequency *C~o~* compensation through tuning inductor. (**a**) Circuit diagram; (**b**) Modified impedance response.](sensors-17-02799-g016){#sensors-17-02799-f016}

![PLL circuit for MSRF tracking with manual Co compensation from \[[@B107-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g017){#sensors-17-02799-f017}

![Zero-phase frequency lock-in system with automatic Co compensation, from \[[@B88-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g018){#sensors-17-02799-f018}

![Maximum conductance PLL block diagram from \[[@B106-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g019){#sensors-17-02799-f019}

![Automatic maximum conductance detection system tuning principle.](sensors-17-02799-g020){#sensors-17-02799-f020}

![Conventional exponential decay based system for series and parallel resonance detection.](sensors-17-02799-g021){#sensors-17-02799-f021}

![Contactless QCM-D based characterization system from \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g022){#sensors-17-02799-f022}

![Phase-mass characterization generic block diagram from \[[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g023){#sensors-17-02799-f023}

![Circuit diagram of the practical phase-mass characterization implementation from \[[@B41-sensors-17-02799],[@B82-sensors-17-02799]\].](sensors-17-02799-g024){#sensors-17-02799-f024}

sensors-17-02799-t001_Table 1

###### 

QCM electronic characterization systems qualitative comparison.

  Characterization Technique    Advantages                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Limitations                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Impedance Analysis            Conventional Impedance Analyzers                                                                                                                                                                                                    Highest accuracy.Supports complete sensor characterization and harmonic overtones analysis.Isolated QCM measurements.Adequate for all mediums, provided that appropriate resolution is supported.                                      Highest setup cost.Large physical size.Some models require time consuming processing/data fitting for accurate parameters extraction.
  Compact Circuitry             VD Based                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Significantly cheaper than conventional analyzers with more compact sizing.Provides essential characterization parameters for different applications (e.g., BVD parameters from \[[@B4-sensors-17-02799],[@B80-sensors-17-02799]\]).   Less accurate compared to conventional analyzers.Sensor is not measured in isolation (part of a circuit).Requires time consuming processing algorithms.Some circuits provide limited characterization \[[@B38-sensors-17-02799]\].
  Compact Analyzers             Maintains most conventional impedance analyzers advantages.Rapid and high-resolution measurements capability \[[@B72-sensors-17-02799]\].Low cost and high integration capability (handheld size).                                  Less accurate compared to conventional impedance analyzers.                                                                                                                                                                            
  Oscillator Circuits           QCM Oscillators                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Highly integrated low cost circuitry.Good accuracy.Direct frequency measurement.Dissipation monitoring capability for some designs.                                                                                                    Sensor response is influenced by circuit components.Inadequate for overtones study.Requires high components stability.$f_{osc} \neq MSRF$ without $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation in-liquid.
  PLL Based                     0-Phase Tracking                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Maintains QCM oscillators advantages.Locks in to *MSRF*.Supports simultaneous interrogation by different overtones for extended results.Provides dissipation monitoring capability through signals indicating $R_{m}$ variations.      Requires $C_{o}^{*}$ compensation for *MSRF* tracking.Circuit components influence may affect the tracking accuracy.
  $G_{max}$ Tracking            Requires high-resolution VCO for flat conductance peaks.Circuit components influence may affect the tracking accuracy.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Exponential Decay (QCM-D)     Conventional                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Accurately measures series and parallel resonance.Simultaneous $f$ and $D$ tracking capability and overtones excitation.                                                                                                               Fairly expensive due to its high-quality components.Mainly suitable for lab-based applications (i.e., low portability).
  Contactless                   Maintains most conventional QCM-D advantages.Extends the applications spectrum to closed volumes (i.e., no QCM wiring).Electrodeless setup increases the measuring sensitivity.                                                     Contactless setup in \[[@B114-sensors-17-02799]\] is limited for lightly-loaded applications.The wireless interrogation distance is still fairly low for various applications.                                                         
  Phase-Mass Characterization   Achieves higher sensitivity and resolution compared to conventional circuitry.Supports high-frequency crystals characterization with minimized signals noise and interference.Highly integrated setup, supporting sensing arrays.   Current setup provides partial sensor characterization (e.g., limited dissipation monitoring).Limiting the applications spectrum.                                                                                                      
